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Introducing a qualitative study into 

mall audiences

Health 
& Beauty
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IdeaHere is Limited Space’s online 
insight platform, designed to give 
quick snapshot insights into the 
retail audience and their 
behaviours:

Health & Beauty

250 participants
• 18-24 – 18%
• 25-34 – 32%
• 35-44 – 31%
• 45-54 – 10%
• >54 – 8%
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Mall visits are social occasions
The majority of people will visit as a group (with friends, family or a partner) 

41% visit alone 59% visit as a group*

Q: How do you tend to visit a shopping centre?
Base: All respondents (250)

*With friends, family or partner
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Frequent mall goers are likely to spend equally on one-self or for others

49% buy for others

Q: Are you more likely to spend more on yourself or for others?
Base: Frequent mall goers (2+ times a month)

51% buy for myself
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Online TV Shopping Centres In store High Street Magazines Newspapers Radio

Q: Where do you notice H&B ads most?
Base: All respondents (250)

Shopping centres are the perfect environment for Health & Beauty ads
TV & online are the dominant mediums that are noticed (39% and 46% respectively), however shopping 
centre advertising is the key OOH environment
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Mak eup Fragrance Skincare

Shopping Centre Online High Street Supermarket

Q: Where do you purchase your Health and Beauty products from?
Base: All respondents (250)

Malls are perfect to target a loyal audience across all three beauty categories
We are more likely to buy H&B products at the mall
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Mak eup Fragrance Skincare

Spend less Spend the same or more

Q: Is this more, less or the same as last year (2021)
Base: All respondents (250)

Spend likely to continue and increase from last year
The majority of people are planning to spend the same or more across all three categories 



Free samples can make a difference
Sampling can be key to attract consumers before a direct point of purchase – leading to further investigation 
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More lik ely to purchase Inv estigate the product further Visit a store Visit a website Discuss with friends & family

Q: What effect do free samples have on your purchase intent when it comes to Health & Beauty products?
Base: All respondents (250)

Free samples can make a difference
Sampling can be key to attract consumers before a direct point of purchase – leading to further investigation 
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Price Free Sample Deals Recommendations Inf luencers Trialling  in- store Reviews

Q: What is most likely to influence your purchase decisions when it comes to Health & Beauty products?
Base: All respondents (250)

Free samples influence pre-store
Outside of price and deals, Free Samples rank highest in influence on purchase. Creating a touchpoint with 
customers before they reach a store is key



Looking to drive shoppers in-store and push 
their latest ‘Beyond Perfecting’ foundation 
and concealer, Clinique used Limited Space’s 
ground-based Orbit screens as a digital hub 
for sampling activity.

The campaign saw engagement levels soar 
way beyond expectations. In total, across 
two three-day periods (weekend bursts of 
10-13th May and 17th-20th May), over 
6,000 samples pots were handed out to 
members of the public, an average of 1,000
pots per day.


